S-O-A-R: School-wide Behavior Expectation Matrix
Settings
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-Use inside voice
-Respect lunchroom
workers
-Stand behind chair
until everyone is at
table
-Show proper table
manners

-Keep hands and feet
to self
-Be silent
-Listen to the adult in
charge
-Be considerate of
others

O

-Respect first 10 minute
silence rule
-Eat carefully
-Keep the lunchroom
clean

-Follow rules
-Encourage good
behavior
-Be a positive
example for others

A

-Stand behind chair
until everyone is at
table
-Keep hands and feet
to self
-Keep track of
belongings
-Keep food and drink in
lunchroom

-Keep belongings to
self
-Pay attention to
surroundings
-Share important
information with a
teacher

R

-Single file
-Respect others’ space
-Show others how to
properly use a
fork/spoon
-Wait your turn to throw
trash away

-Follow safety rules
-Stay to the right side
of the hall
-Be observant and
bring safety concerns
to a teacher’s or
adult’s attention
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BUS

CLASSROOM

RESTROOM

- Talk quietly
-Listen to the bus driver
and the adults in
charge
-No eating or drinking

-Follow the rules set by
the teacher
-Help keep the
classroom clean
-Be kind to others
-Always use
appropriate language
-Respect the property
of others and their right
to learn
-Keep track of your
belongings
-Respect the learning
environment

-Respect the privacy of
others
-Keep restroom clean
-Keep voice at a
whisper

-Say nice things to
others
-Allow others a turn
-Play fair and follow the
rules

-Keep hands and feet
to self
-Use proper manners
-Listen to the speaker
-Respect the space of
others

-Be considerate of
others

- Earn playtime
- Play nice

-Be considerate of
others
-Listen for information
-Be a positive example
for others to follow

-Keep track of your
belongings
-Keep your hands and
feet to yourself

-Follow school dress
code
-Have required supplies
and assignments
-Always give your best
effort and be ready to
learn

-Keep restroom clean
-Flush
-Wash hands
-Place paper towels in
trash
- Report vandalism

-Listen to the teacher or
adult in charge
-Leave area clean
-Follow safety rules

-Follow rules
-Pay attention to your
surroundings

-Get on and off the bus
one at a time
-Stay in your seat at all
times

-Enter and exit the
classroom in an orderly
manner
-Be seated before tardy
bell rings
-Consume food and
beverages during
scheduled breaks.
(Chewing gum is not
permitted.)

-Keep the floor dry
-Encourage good
behavior
-Report problems

-Use equipment properly
-Pay attention to your
surroundings
-Report problems

-Enter and exit in an
orderly manner
-Enter and exit quietly
-Follow safety rules

-Move to seat quietly
-Be ready at the bus
stop when the bus
comes
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